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Complex storage stacks providing data compression, indexing, and analytics help leverage the massive

amounts of data generated today to derive insights. It is challenging to perform this computation, how-

ever, while fully utilizing the underlying storage media. This is because, while storage servers with large

core counts are widely available, single-core performance and memory bandwidth per core grow slower than

the core count per die. Computational storage offers a promising solution to this problem by utilizing dedi-

cated compute resources along the storage processing path. We present DeltaFS Indexed Massive Directories

(IMDs), a new approach to computational storage. DeltaFS IMDs harvest available (i.e., not dedicated) com-

pute, memory, and network resources on the compute nodes of an application to perform computation on

data. We demonstrate the efficiency of DeltaFS IMDs by using them to dynamically reorganize the output of

a real-world simulation application across 131,072 CPU cores. DeltaFS IMDs speed up reads by 1,740× while

only slightly slowing down the writing of data during simulation I/O for in situ data processing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in solid-state storage media, high-speed interconnects, and systems software have

greatly improved the ability of modern computing platforms to handle massive data. Neverthe-

less, applications leveraging sophisticated storage systems often experience performance far below
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what is provided by the underlying storage media and networks. Because of limited compute and

memory resources on storage servers, complex storage software stacks providing data compres-

sion, indexing, and analytics are often unable to utilize all of the underlying device performance

[1, 20]. While processors with large core counts are widely available, single task performance and

memory bandwidth per task have grown more slowly than core counts.

To hide the processing delay associated with these rich software pipelines, storage systems fea-

turing intensive background activities have emerged, designed to perform as many operations as

possible asynchronously [61, 64, 77]. Asynchronous processing can effectively hide delays, but

in cases where the data needs to be immediately available for queries or when the data must be

stable on disk prior to application completion, the time required for these operations will have to

be amortized immediately. When the storage server CPU cycles and memory resources are insuf-

ficient for the demands of the incoming workload, either the storage system must allow the full

capabilities of the underlying storage media to go underutilized, or it must find a way to leverage

the processing power and bandwidth of other parts of the system to make up the difference.

To accelerate storage operations, architectures that utilize additional compute resources along

the storage processing path become attractive. Referred to as computational storage, these ar-

chitectures improve performance by offloading data intensive operations to resources capable of

matching the speed of the available storage media and the system’s networking components. So

far, computational storage research and practice have been concerned with the use of dedicated

compute resources close to data at rest.

First, on-device computation allows data processing to occur nearest to the data. This is accom-

plished by reusing the controller and memory components of a device to perform data compu-

tation [7, 46, 52, 76]. Today, we call such a device a computational storage device (CSD) [6], and

we have seen people leveraging these devices for compression [55, 106], query acceleration [36,

44, 92], data analytics [19, 29, 50, 83, 87], the implementation of an LSM-Tree [47, 54, 96], and the

implementation of a key-value store [49, 51, 65]. In addition to on-device computation, another

common form of computational storage involves the use of dedicated storage servers, or compu-

tational storage processors (CSPs) [6], to accelerate data processing. Examples include the Select

capability in Amazon S3 [98], the SQL offload mechanisms in modern database storage engines

[2, 3, 94], and recent Active Storage demonstrations based on parallel filesystems [72, 85], object-

based storage servers [35, 79, 99], and the burst-buffer storage tier [15, 60] available on modern

high-performance computing platforms [14, 27, 69].

In this article, we present a new approach to computational storage called DeltaFS Indexed Mas-

sive Directories (IMDs). Instead of utilizing dedicated compute resources that are coupled with

storage, DeltaFS IMDs dynamically instantiate software storage services on compute nodes to

process data and perform data computation on the fly without resorting to asynchronous pro-

cessing to hide data processing delays. The core of each DeltaFS IMD is an in situ data computa-

tion mechanism that leverages idle compute, memory, and network resources of an application to

perform data computation. DeltaFS IMDs use this mechanism to transform massive data from a

write-optimized format to a read-optimized format as data flows from the client application to the

backend storage servers. Our approach does not require dedicated accelerators within the storage,

which may only be active when the storage system is under load. Instead, by leveraging temporar-

ily idle resources on the compute nodes of a large computing platform, DeltaFS IMDs are able to

aggregate potentially hundreds of thousands of CPU cores to perform data computation and better

utilize the overall system. Our work can be viewed as a novel computational storage service (CSS)

[6]. DeltaFS IMDs complement existing computational storage designs that enable the use of flex-

ible offload mechanisms within the storage by also enabling the use of computational resources

along the data processing path but outside the storage on an as-needed basis.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a typical VPIC particle simulation. Simulation space is divided into cells. Each VPIC

process manages a cell. Tracing the state of a particle over time is non-trivial as particles move in an unpre-

dictable way during a simulation and can be saved at different storage locations at different time.

We have implemented DeltaFS IMDs as a special directory type that runs on the clients of a

distributed filesystem [104, 105]. To transform data to a read-optimized format, our implemen-

tation uses the popular key-value interface [33] to enable applications to define the data to be

transformed. By combining our opportunistic approach to leveraging idle compute resources and

a flexible key-value interface to perform storage operations, we demonstrate how computational

storage can be integrated not just near storage devices, but throughout a distributed computing

platform and how computational storage can make previously intractable data problems possible.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 shows the background and the mo-

tivation behind this work. Section 3 presents the high-level design of our computational storage

approach. Section 4 discusses challenges and a series of techniques for tackling these challenges.

Section 5 shows experiment results. We show related work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.

2 MOTIVATION: IN SITU DATA COMPUTATION ON MASSIVE IDLE CPU CORES

The motivation for a new data processing mechanism came from difficulties a team of Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL) scientists encountered when trying to use the Vector Particle-In-Cell

(VPIC) simulation framework on larger and more data intensive problems.

The Needle In a Haystack Problem in VPIC. VPIC is a parallel particle simulation framework

that divides the simulated space into cells and distributes ownership and management of each cell

among the processes in the simulation. Within each cell a process manages a set of moving particles

based on underlying principles from physics. Individual particles often move between cells as

the simulation progresses. This is done by transferring the particle state between two processes

managing neighboring cells. Large-scale VPIC simulations powered by the world’s largest high-

performance computing platforms manage the state of trillions of particles across hundreds of

thousands of CPU cores.

VPIC-based simulations run in timesteps. Every few timesteps VPIC stops and writes the state of

all particles to storage. Typically, the analysis of a VPIC simulation run occurs after the simulation

concludes. The problem the team of LANL scientists are looking at involves the trajectories of a

tiny subset of particles that end a simulation with an unusually high energy. The trajectory of a

particle includes its travel path through the simulated space over time and its state (e.g., energy-

level) for each step of the path, as shown in Figure 1. High energy particles of interest are identified

at the conclusion of a simulation.

Finding the trajectories of a few high energy particles in a large simulation is a challenge for

several reasons. First, the identity of the high energy particles of interest is not known in advance,

so they cannot be marked or traced when the simulation starts. Second, as particles migrate be-

tween simulation processes during the course of a simulation, a particle’s state is scattered across
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the nodes in the cluster running the simulation. Third, once the simulation completes and high

energy particles are identified, the entire simulation output needs to be read back and scanned to

extract the needed trajectories. Reading back an entire simulation output and filtering out relevant

information is becoming prohibitively expensive as simulation size grows. In some sense, tracing

the trajectories of a small number of particles in a large simulation output is like finding a needle

in a haystack: Both are characterized by a high query selectivity and a large amount of data.

The reason this VPIC use case is interesting is twofold. First, it represents a common class of

I/O problems for which existing data management schemes fall short when data size is large. We

show this aspect in Section 2.1. Second, the massive amount of compute resources on modern

computing platforms provide opportunities to process data early before data reaches storage while

overcoming limitations of existing data management schemes. We show this aspect in Section 2.2.

2.1 Asynchronous Data Processing Near Data at Rest

The difficulties VPIC scientists experience represent a common challenge in data analytics. Many

data-intensive applications output data without necessarily considering the efficiency of the

queries following the writes. This is especially common when an application’s output consists

of a large number of small objects and these small objects are batched together and appended to

storage using large sequential writes. While doing so allows the underlying storage bandwidth to

be more fully utilized, data is not always appended in the optimal order for subsequent queries. As

a result, processing a query may require reading back an excessive amount of data from storage,

which can be extremely inefficient and time-consuming.

One way to speed up queries is to pre-process data before queries. This allows data to be trans-

formed to a format that is optimized for the upcoming inquiry. Today, data transformation is often

done by launching a separate data processing program on the main computing platform after the

main application exits. As Figure 2(a) shows, the main application writes data to storage. A fol-

lowup data processing program reorganizes the data, speeding up subsequent data analysis.

Reorganizing data requires reading back data from storage, processing it on client nodes, and

writing the transformed data to storage. As data size grows, data reorganization done in the form of

a separate data processing program can be extremely costly due to the large amount of I/O involved

in moving the data between the application program and the storage and the delay caused by the

program to perform the data reorganization computation. As a result, a user may have to wait an

extended amount of time before data can be transformed to a read-optimized format.

To accelerate data analysis, modern computing platforms take advantage of the dedicated com-

pute resources within their storage to perform data operations (such as the transformation of data

to a read-optimized format) on behalf of their client applications. This improves performance for

two reasons. First, as Figure 2(b) shows, offloading work to storage leaves room for more aggressive

latency hiding through asynchronous data processing. For example, transformation of the current

timestep’s data could take place in the background while the application itself moves to the sim-

ulation computation of the next timestep. Processing data in the background can effectively hide

delays. These include both the delay associated with I/O and the delay associated with perform-

ing the data processing computation. Second, directly processing data on storage enables more

efficient data access. This is because that the available I/O bandwidth inside the storage may be

significantly higher than the bandwidth of shared, higher-level I/O channels outside the storage,

which allows data to be accessed much faster.

2.2 Processing Data Early Before Data Reaches Storage

While offloading data processing to storage improves performance, two limitations exist. First, de-

spite the ability to hide latency through asynchronous processing, the overall processing power of
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Fig. 2. Comparison of three different data processing approaches to speeding up post hoc data analysis

queries. Our example consists of a writer application on the left and a followup reader application on the

right. The writer application writes data to storage. The reader application executes queries that read data

from storage. The best read performance is achieved when the data on storage is stored in a format that is

optimized for the queries of the reader application. (a) The pre-processing approach improves read perfor-

mance by pre-transforming data to a read-optimized format before reads take place. The cost is the time

the reader application has to wait before it can access data efficiently. (b) To hide such delays, modern com-

puting platforms utilize the compute resources within the storage to process data so data can be processed

early and asynchronously while the writer application writes it to storage. Nevertheless, their abilities to

hide delays are ultimately limited by the total amount of compute resources the storage possesses. (c) Our

work utilizes the idle compute resources available on the compute nodes of the writer application to process

data and dynamically transforms the data to a read-optimized format as the writer application writes it to

storage. Our approach has the advantage of not being subject to the processing power of the storage while

allowing data to be processed early to minimize delays.

the storage is still limited by the total amount of compute resources it possesses. When the avail-

able processing power is insufficient for the demands of the incoming workload, a user may still

experience significant delays. Second, even near media, reading and writing data in large amounts

are expensive. Data processing remains costly if performing it requires reading back all the data

from storage and writing the processed data to storage. As the gap between compute (the total

computational power of a computing platform) and storage (the aggregate bandwidth of the un-

derlying storage media) continues to rise, the performance of a modern computing platform is best

exposed when data is processed using the minimum amount of I/O and applications experience as

few data processing delays as possible [4, 15].

To address the first limitation, we notice that the computing cycles needed for data processing

may be available on the main computing platform while an application writes data to storage. This
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Fig. 3. Illustration of a typical scientific workflow consisting of a bulk-synchronous parallel simulation ap-

plication acting as a data writer and a subsequent data analysis program acting as a data reader with the

execution of the writer further divided into iterations of non-overlapping compute and I/O phases. A writer

application chooses not to overlap its compute with its I/O, because overlapping does not always reduce

total run time. The idle CPU cycles available on the compute nodes of such a writer application during its

I/O phases can then be utilized to perform storage operations, accelerating subsequent data analysis.

is because that the writing process is expected to be blocked on storage (and limited by it), which

leaves idle CPU cycles on the compute nodes of the application performing the writes. These idle

CPU cycles, potentially in massive amounts and allocated in proportion with the application’s

problem size, can then be utilized to perform storage operations, as we illustrate in Figure 2(c). We

call this in situ data computation, as the computation takes place right on the compute nodes of an

application and happens when the application writes data to storage. Compared with today’s on-

storage data computation, in situ computation is not limited by the computing capability defined

by the underlying storage and has the ability to aggregate a massive amount of compute resources

outside the storage to perform data computation.

The best performance of in situ data computation is seen when an application writes data syn-

chronously. This happens when the application runs without overlapping compute with I/O so the

execution of the application program is effectively paused during the application’s I/O phases, as

the example we show in Figure 3. Applications write data synchronously, because overlapping is

not always a better option. First, the in-memory state needed for I/O (the state of all particles in

the case of VPIC) may be modified during the next computation phase so overlapping I/O with

computation would require making a second copy of the state in memory for I/O. As applications

often set their problem sizes to use all available memory, it would be inconvenient to store two

copies of state in memory reducing overall memory utilization. Second, the NICs on the compute

nodes may be used by the application to perform interprocess communication during its computa-

tion phases. Thus, overlapping I/O with computation introduces contention in the network, which

may increase run time and reduce overall application performance.

To address the second limitation, we notice that the I/O cost of data processing can be signifi-

cantly reduced if the processing is done on the fly while an application writes data to storage. The

reason is twofold. First, it allows data to be processed early before it reaches storage so processing

data does not require reading back all the data from storage and then writing the processed data

to storage. This minimizes I/O. Second, it allows data to be processed in parallel with its writing

so that the data processing delay can be overlapped with the writing of the data. This minimizes

the total time an application experiences for writing and processing the data.

We propose DeltaFS IMDs, a scalable method for parallel applications to reorganize their writes

for subsequent reads. To achieve this, DeltaFS IMDs reuse the idle CPU cycles available on the

compute nodes of their applications to process data and dynamically transform data to a read-

optimized format as these applications write the data to storage. DeltaFS IMDs demonstrate a new

way of providing computational storage capabilities on modern computing platforms. We show

that not only can data computation be pushed to the accelerators nearest to the media to enable

flexible offload mechanisms, it can also be pushed to the compute nodes furthest from the media

to achieve scalable software-defined storage services. While our work is inspired by the VPIC use

case, we expect our techniques to be generally useful in handling sequential writes and random

reads problems, such as anomaly detection and software debugging in network monitoring and
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Fig. 4. Illustration of performing in situ data computation on the write path of a parallel data application for

speeding up queries on the read path. Data computation takes place within each application process. Data is

processed on the fly as it is written by the application to storage. Processing data consists of (A) online data

partitioning via all-to-all data shuffling and (B) online per-partition data indexing. Each application process

is a data partition, and acts as both a sender and a receiver of data. Indexed data is written to a shared

underlying storage system. Analysis queries are done by a followup reader program (C), which queries data

directly against the underlying storage.

event tracing systems [16, 34]. The idea of reusing idle CPU cycles to perform data computation

can be further explored to enable more types of data operations [78].

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

DeltaFS IMDs are client middleware to be embedded inside the processes of a parallel data ap-

plication for in situ data computation. As Figure 4 illustrates, when the application writes data

to storage, DeltaFS IMDs dynamically transform the data to a read-optimized format and write

the transformed data to storage, speeding up subsequent queries. In this section, we present an

overview of this online data transformation service.

3.1 Target Application and Query Types

Applications that benefit most from DeltaFS IMDs are ones with data output that occurs in bursts.

These applications are typically massively parallel data programs that run on large computing

platforms. Typically each application process outputs data, and data is written to a shared under-

lying storage system. This shared underlying storage system is often a large parallel filesystem

running on a dedicated set of storage nodes.

We model data as simple key-value (KV) pairs. Keys are written in an arbitrary order with each

key possibly appearing more than once. When this happens, subsequent values on the same key

append data to the existing value rather than overwriting it. We expect each application to be

followed by a reader program that performs analysis on the data produced by the former. Data

analysis takes place after all data is written to storage. We consider two types of queries: looking

up a key for a specific append or looking up all data that has been appended to a key. We call the

first type of query point queries and the second small-range queries.
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Fig. 5. Processes (numbered as 0, 1, 2, ...) of a parallel application writing data output. Without data parti-

tioning, data is directly written to per-process files and reading back a key requires searching all files. With

data partitioning, each key is sent to its home process for writing so reading back a key requires searching

only the output of one specific process. Note that for both cases, we assume that all data is written to a

shared underlying storage system and that a followup reader is able to access all files.

3.2 Write Path

The write path of DeltaFS IMDs is designed as code that transforms data on the fly as data is

written to storage. Transforming data is a two-step process. The first step partitions data among

the processes of the writer application. The second step builds per-partition data indexes.

An important reason for partitioning data is to assign a home region to each key so looking

up a key does not require searching all data. Figure 5(a) shows a case where data is not on the

fly partitioned and is directly written to per-process output files in the shared underlying storage.

Because any process may write any key, a followup reader program will have to check all files to

find the data of a key. As Figure 5(b) shows, with data partitioning each key is sent to its home

process for writing so reading back a key requires searching only the output of one specific process,

which better bounds the work of a reader program.

To partition data, each process of the writer application is assigned a partition. A hash function

is used to map keys to partitions. Each partition is responsible for a disjoint range of keys. When

the writer application writes data to storage, data not belonging to the local process is sent to the

remote process responsible for the key. Each process is a sender of data, and may receive data from

all other processes. When a process receives a key, an index entry is dynamically generated for

the key, speeding up per-partition data lookups.

The overall write path of an DeltaFS IMD can be viewed as an in situ data processing pipeline

embedded inside the processes of a parallel writer application consisting of an online data partition

component and an online data indexing component. The parallel writer application streams data to

the pipeline, the pipeline processes the data, and streams the processed data to storage. Streaming

data processing takes place on all processes of the writer application. After processing, data is

stored as indexed per-process log objects in the shared underlying storage. We present more details

of this in situ data processing pipeline in Section 4.

3.3 Read Path

The read path of DeltaFS IMDs is designed as code that processes queries on behalf of a reader

program. It utilizes the data partitions and indexes created at the write phase to quickly recall keys

and values. Processing both types of queries (point queries and small range queries) requires first

determining the partition responsible for the key and then utilizing the indexes of that partition

to locate the data of the key. As we will demonstrate in Section 5, because only a small amount of
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data needs to be read per query, DeltaFS IMDs are able to keep queries fast even when data size is

large. This is as opposed to cases in which query latency is kept low by having large numbers of

compute nodes read back data in parallel, as we sometimes see in practice [22, 30, 31, 88].

3.4 Programming Interface

DeltaFS IMDs are designed such that they can be accessed like a regular filesystem directory.

Providing a filesystem-like programming interface makes it easier for us to integrate with different

user applications. The directory is designed to be opened either for reading or writing. When

opened for writing, the directory operates as an in situ data processing pipeline as described in

Section 3.2. Each file write is turned into a KV pair sent to the pipeline. The name of the file serves

as key. The data of the file serves as value. The final data streamed out of the pipeline is written

to an underlying storage container representing the directory.

When opened for reading, the directory operates as a serial query processor. Each file read

becomes a query keyed by the name of the file. The directory processes the query as described in

Section 3.3, and returns data as if it was read from a physical filesystem file. We expect most reads

to be sequential fetches of entire files, so each read reads all data of a key.

4 CHALLENGES AND TECHNIQUES

The key concept behind DeltaFS IMDs is the use of idle CPU cycles available on the compute nodes

of an application to perform data computation. While the potential to process data across a large

number of idle compute nodes enables us to carry out massive computation, scaling an embedded

data computation service within a parallel data application can be drastically different from scaling

a traditional storage service. First, traditional storage software may use all of a machine’s mem-

ory to achieve scaling, whereas an embedded data service can only use as much memory as the

application can live with. Second, traditional storage software is able to take advantage of owner-

ship of resources to schedule as much work as possible in the background whereas an embedded

data service must avoid impacting application performance by scavenging only idle resources and

processing data as optimally as possible.

In this section, we present the techniques that DeltaFS IMDs use for fast online data partition-

ing and indexing while addressing these challenges. Our techniques enable us to index data in

a single pass (Section 4.1), efficiently partition data across the processes of a parallel application

(Section 4.2), and frugally use memory for all-to-all data communication (Section 4.3).

4.1 Indexing Data in a Single Pass

A key component of our in situ data processing pipeline is the online indexing of data at each data

partition. While indexing data as it is written speeds up followup queries, it may also significantly

increase the write time of an application making it less efficient overall. Therefore, the first chal-

lenge of our work is to device an indexing mechanism that improves the query performance at the

read phase while not slowing down the application at the write phase.

Must Index Data in One Pass!. One way to structure data for fast reads is to sort it by key. This

enables queries to quickly rule out regions in the storage that do not contain a key and directly

jump to the data of interest. To dynamically sort data by key as data is written to storage, one uses

a self-balancing data structure, such as an LSM-Tree [68, 81].

Figure 6 shows the internal workings of a simplified LSM-Tree. An LSM-Tree is made of two on-

disk components. One of the two components is write-optimized. It consists of a series of logged

tables of KV pairs. Each table is independently sorted by key at the time it is logged to storage. The

other on-disk component is read-optimized, consisting of a single large table of sorted KV pairs.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of a simplified LSM-Tree. An LSM-Tree consists of an in-memory write buffer, a write-

optimized on-storage component made of a series of logged tables (Tbl’s) of sorted KV pairs, and a read-

optimized on-storage component consisting of a single large sorted table. Tables are sorted at the time they

are written. Each table is sorted independently. User data is first written to the in-memory buffer space of

the tree and is flushed to storage when the buffer is full. Each buffer flush writes a new table in the write-

optimized on-storage component of the tree. Querying a key from an LSM-Tree requires performing searches

on tables starting from the most recent table of the tree (Tbl-3 in the example) to the least recent table

(Tbl-0). To reduce the number of table searches per query, a background compaction thread is run by the

tree to asynchronously migrate data from the write-optimized component to the read-optimized compo-

nent. Migration is done through merge-sorting tables of the two components. The best read performance is

achieved when all data is merged into the read-optimized component so that all queries search no more than

a single table. The cost of achieving fast reads, however, is the massive data rereads and rewrites needed to

migrate data from the write-optimized component of the tree to the read-optimized component, which often

require an order of magnitude more I/O than the initial writing of data to the write-optimized component.

During writing, user data is first staged at an in-memory buffer space of an LSM-Tree. When the

buffer is full, the data in the buffer will be sorted and then logged to the write-optimized on-disk

component of the tree as a new table. A mapping structure is maintained to record the storage

locations of all tables in a tree.

During reads, a reader process uses the indexing information in the mapping structure to locate

tables and performs searches in the reverse order of time (from the most recent table to the least

recent). In the worst case, a reader process will have to search all tables in a tree to find the data

of a key. To improve read performance, a separate compaction thread is run by the LSM-Tree

in the background to migrate data from the write-optimized component to the read-optimized

component. This is done by merging tables of the two components. The best read performance is

achieved when all data is merged into the read-optimized component so that each query searches

no more than a single table.

While LSM-Trees are widely used in modern computing systems for dynamically transforming

data from a write-optimized format to a read-optimized format for fast reads, they are extremely

expensive for online data indexing in the context of being embedded inside the write path of a

parallel data application for streaming processing. First, the migration of data from the write-

optimized component of the LSM-Tree to the read-optimized component requires massive data

rereads and rewrites for merging on-storage data, which can significantly increase the run time

of an application due to increased I/O and computation. Second, operating as client middleware

embedded inside the processes of a parallel application prevents us from being able to efficiently

hide the latency of background storage operations through asynchronously processing. When the

background compaction activities cannot keep up with the foreground data operation, either one

risks leaving data in a query-unfriendly format or the foreground data operation must be rate

limited or blocked to experience the data processing delays.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the on-storage format of an FL-Tree consisting of a data log and an index log.

To prevent such bottlenecks, we need a mechanism that is capable of having data reorganized

and indexed in one pass and does not require merging data in the background.

Switching to Filters. The reason merging improves performance is that it reduces the number

of places a reader has to search to find the data of a key. To improve read performance without

it, we use filters [18]. Filters are a special type of data structure whose canonical use involves

membership management. In these applications, one inserts keys into a set and then asks if a key

is in the set. A filter returns False when a key is not in the set or True when the key may be in the

set. Compared with an index, filters inform a reader of where not to look at rather than the storage

locations worthy of reading.

Filters are effective for two reasons. First, filters are small compared with the data they filter

so writing and storing them in addition to data does not introduce a significant I/O and storage

overhead. Second, by creating a filter for each table, a reader process is able to leverage information

in the filters to rule out tables that do not contain a key and only perform searches on the rest of

the tree. The total number of tables a reader needs to search for a query is now bounded by the

overall performance of the filters rather than the progress of background merging. The former

can be improved through creating more computationally expensive filters whereas the latter is

largely a function of the available storage bandwidth. Filters are a better approach when writing

data to storage is primarily bottlenecked on storage and less on the CPU cycles on the writing

nodes.

A Flattened LSM-Tree. We propose FL-Tree, a flattened LSM-Tree that transforms data in a single

pass. We achieve this through aggressive filtering and being free of merging. The data structures of

an FL-Tree consist of an in-memory write buffer and a series of logged KV tables on storage. Like

LSM-Trees, writing data requires first staging the data in the in-memory buffer and then flushing it

when the buffer is full. Each buffer flush writes a new table. Unlike LSM-Trees, FL-Trees do not rely

upon merging to improve read performance. Instead, queries are made efficient primarily through

filtering and an on-disk data format that minimizes the number of storage seeks per query. The

former is achieved by creating a filter for each table. The latter is achieved by packing all filters in

a single log file for efficient retrieval.

Figure 7 shows the on-disk format of an FL-Tree. It consists of two log files: a data log and an

indexing log. The data log is a simple concatenation of all tables logged in the tree. The index log

contains the filter for each table and two types of indexes: per-epoch indexes and a root index. A

per-epoch index is appended to the index log at the end of each epoch (such as a timestep of a

scientific simulation). It records the storage locations (log offsets) of all tables and their associated

filters created during that epoch. The root index is appended to the index log at the conclusion of

an application run. It records the total number of epochs and for each epoch the storage location

of its per-epoch index.
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Fig. 8. Read and write performance of FL-Tree, LevelDB, and running no in situ data compaction. (a) Carefully

laying out and packing data on storage allows an FL-Tree to answer queries almost as efficiently as the

current state-of-the-art LevelDB. (b) Free of compaction and background data merging allows an FL-Tree to

absorb writes as efficiently as performing no in situ data operations.

Reading back a key from an FL-Tree is a three-step process. First, the reader program reads the

index log of the tree. Next, the reader program uses the information in the index log to select and

locate the tables of interest. Finally, the reader program reads and searches those tables to obtain

the data of the key.

Measurements. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our design, we compare our techniques with

the current state-of-the-art. We use 32 compute nodes. Each compute node consists of 32 CPU

cores and 128 GB RAM. Storage is provided through a remote parallel filesystem shared by all

compute nodes. We developed a simple KV benchmark. It runs as a parallel program. We run a

benchmark process on each CPU core. Each process produces a number of random KV pairs. We fix

keys at 8 bytes and values at 40 bytes. These KV pairs are partitioned on-the-fly by the benchmark

program and then indexed by a per-partition indexing mechanism. The resulting data is written to

the remote parallel filesystem. We use LevelDB to represent the current state-of-the-art technique

for per-partition data indexing [1, 26]. LevelDB is a general-purpose implementation of an LSM-

Tree. It relies on background compaction (merging) to achieve good read performance. LevelDB is

widely used by many storage systems we see today [42, 57, 73, 75, 93].

Our experiments compare FL-Tree with the LSM-Tree in LevelDB. Each our run consists of a

write phase followed by a read phase. We focus on total write time and average query latency. To

achieve good read performance, LevelDB runs LSM-Tree compaction (background data merging

and reorganization) as data is inserted. Our total write time includes both data insertion time

and data compaction time. LevelDB performs compaction in parallel with data insertion. The total

write time we report does not double count the overlapped portion of time. In addition to LevelDB,

our experiments also include a configuration where we directly write data to storage without

performing any in situ data computation.

Results. Figure 8(a) shows average query latency as a function of total data size. All our queries

read data from the underlying parallel filesystem. We run 100 queries per configuration. Each

query starts with a cold cache and targets a random key. Without any in situ processing at the

write phase, querying a key requires scanning all data. Results show that latency can be high even
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Fig. 9. Illustration of performing online data partitioning across the processes of an application while the

application writes data to storage. Each application process represents a data partition. Data not belonging

to the local process is sent to the remote process responsible for the key. Each process may send data to each

other process. The best performance is achieved when the overall writing process is blocked on storage such

that partitioning data does not slow down the writing of data.

when data is read back in parallel (our experiments used all the CPU cores to scan data in parallel).

By partitioning and indexing data on the fly as data is written, both LevelDB and FL-Tree runs have

data dynamically optimized for fast reads. They both exhibit good read performance. An FL-Tree

is able to answer queries almost as efficiently as the LSM-Tree in LevelDB. This is because FL-

Trees carefully lay out and pack data on storage so that data can be efficiently queried without

performing a large number of storage seeks, and without requiring sorting at the write phase.

Figure 8(b) shows the total write time of each configuration. FL-Trees index data on the fly with-

out reading back data from storage for merging. So they finish writes almost as quickly as running

no indexing at all. LevelDB uses compaction to keep reads efficient. Performing compaction as

data is written requires repeatedly reading back data from storage for sorting. This significantly

increases an application’s total write time when compaction cost cannot be hidden by asynchro-

nous processing using dedicated resources.

4.2 Efficiently Partitioning Data Over the Network

In addition to online data indexing, another key component of our in situ computation is the online

partitioning of data across the processes of a parallel data application. Online data partitioning

requires transferring data over the network so that it can be processed by the partition responsible

for the key. We expect the bulk of our applications to be high entropy such that all data needs to

be sent to a remote partition during data partitioning.

Sending large amounts of data over network can be prohibitively expensive. The second chal-

lenge of our work is to be able to efficiently run our in situ data computation on computing plat-

forms with less capable networks. Our in situ data computation service runs inside a parallel data

application. It performs online data partitioning when an application writes data to storage. When

the interconnection network bandwidth of the computing cluster is not significantly higher than

that of storage, moving data across network may be no less costly than writing it to storage. Thus,

partitioning data could drastically increase the write time of an application, significantly reducing

its overall write efficiency, as we illustrate in Figure 9.

To more efficiently move KV pairs over the network, a trivial optimization is to batch multiple

KV pairs within the payload of one RPC. Assuming RPC size is fixed at a large number (e.g.,

32 KB), online data partitioning efficiency then depends on the amount of data exchanged. We

show a novel data shuffling mechanism that drastically reduces the amount of network traffic

needed for online KV partitioning, making it significantly less subject to network performance.

Simple Data Indirection Does Not Work. The current state-of-the-art uses data indirection to re-

duce KV movement when directly moving KV pairs is too costly [63, 75]. With data indirection,
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Fig. 10. Auxiliary Table Design consisting of a fingerprint (FP) layer and an index layer. These two layers

work hand in hand to map keys to their source processes. Raw keys (k1, k2, k3, ...) are lossily converted to

tiny hash fingerprints (fpa , fpb , fpc ) before they are inserted into the fingerprint layer. Due to hash collisions,

it is possible for multiple keys to be stored as one fingerprint. When this happens, the source processes of

these keys will be listed at the index layer under that fingerprint. In this example, <k1, proc1>, <k3, proc5>,

and <k4, proc3> are clustered under fpb , and stored as <fpb , {proc5, proc1, proc3}>. Each query to k1, k3,

or k4 will return {proc5, proc1, proc3} resulting in false positives.

one moves keys with pointers to values rather than moving KV pairs in their entirety. Figure 11

shows all-to-all data shuffling both before (Figure 11(a)) and after (Figure 11(b)) applying data in-

direction. To shuffle data with indirection, an application process writes the value component of a

KV pair to a per-process log file. We call this a Value Log. Next, the offset of the write and the ID

of the process is encoded into a pointer. The process then sends the key with the pointer (offset +

process ID) to the partition where the key belongs. Thus, instead of receiving a KV pair, the desti-

nation partition receives a Key-Pointer (KP) pair. This KP pair is then inserted into the FL-Tree of

that partition. To recall a KV pair, a reader program first retrieves the corresponding KP pair, and

then dereferences the pointer to read back the value of the key.

The advantage of sending KP instead of KV pairs is a reduction in the amount of data exchanged

over the network. However, storing pointers in addition to the original KV data increases total data

size and has the disadvantage of increasing an application’s total I/O time. While this overhead

is negligible when the size of pointers is dwarfed by the size of data, this is not always the case.

Values smaller than 250 bytes are reported to be the norm for Facebook’s Memcached [10]. It is

also common for scientific applications to output objects that are smaller than 50 bytes [21, 28].

In these cases, applying indirection may end up adding more overhead to storage (in the form of

increased I/O time) than is removed from the network. To more efficiently apply data indirection

when value size is small, we have developed LossyKV.

LossyKV. The key to improving performance beyond the current state-of-the-art is to make

pointers less costly when value size is small. Recall from Figure 11(b) that with simple data indi-

rection only KP pairs are shuffled across the network. Values are directly written to per-process

value logs. Recovering a KV pair requires first retrieving the corresponding KP pair and then us-

ing the pointer to read back the value. Each pointer identifies the value log to which the value is

written and the offset in the log file where the value resides. In practice, pointers typically add a

12-byte I/O and storage overhead per key. Each pointer consists of a 4-byte file ID and an 8-byte

file offset. Our goal is to significantly reduce this overhead while still allowing reads to be efficient.

Our approach, named LossyKV, uses lossy pointers to reduce pointer overhead. A lossy pointer

is one that may point to multiple data locations instead of just one. Figure 11(c) shows our high-

level design. To partition data, an application process first writes an intact KV pair directly into its

local partition’s FL-Tree. It then sends its own process ID along with another copy of the key to the
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Fig. 12. Auxiliary Table Implementation using Partial-Key Cuckoo Hash Tables. A partial-key cuckoo hash

table consists of a number of buckets (currently sized at 6 in this example). Each bucket holds up to b data

slots (b = 4 in this example). Each key is mapped to m buckets (m = 2 in this example) and can be stored at

any of the empty slots in either of the m buckets. Each slot stores a key’s fingerprint (partial-key) and its

source process ID. k1 is mapped to bucket 0 and 5. Because different keys may share fingerprints, a key can

be mapped to multiple source processes. In this example, k1 is fingerprinted as fpb and is mapped to proc1,

3, and 5.

key’s destination partition. So instead of shuffling KV or KP pairs, LossyKV shuffles Key-ID (KID)

pairs. Each KID pair serves as a pointer mapping a key back to the process who wrote the key. We

refer to this as a key’s source process. After data partitioning, LossyKV produces two types of data

structures. One is the FL-Tree storing intact KV pairs. Note that FL-Trees now logically operate at

the shuffle sender side rather than at the receiver side. The other, named an Auxiliary Table, maps

keys to their source processes.

To reduce overhead, auxiliary tables store pointers (KID pairs) lossily such that one may map

a key to multiple source processes. Reducing pointer accuracy enables us to store pointers using

fewer amount of bits. Recovering a KV pair with LossyKV is a two-step process. First, a reader

program uses the auxiliary table responsible for the target key to determine the source process. The

reader then goes to the FL-Tree of the source process to read back the KV pair. Because pointers

are stored lossily in an auxiliary table, it is possible for a key to be mapped to multiple source

processes. In such cases, a reader program searches the FL-Trees of all these source processes until

it finds the key. FL-Trees are packed with intact KV pairs. A reader knows when it hits a key.

Achieving Lossiness in Auxiliary Tables. We use compact hash data structures to achieve lossiness.

Figure 10 shows a logical view of our auxiliary tables. Each auxiliary table consists of a fingerprint

layer and an index layer. The fingerprint layer is made up of an array of fingerprints. Fingerprints

are tiny partial hashes (e.g., the leftmost 4 bits of a hash) of keys. Each fingerprint represents a

key. Storing fingerprints instead of the original keys reduces I/O and storage overhead, and is the

fundamental reason our auxiliary tables are lossy. The source process of each key is recorded in

the index layer of an auxiliary table under the fingerprint that represents the key. It is possible for

multiple keys to be hashed into one fingerprint. So each fingerprint effectively points to a set of

source processes. Each of them comes from a key that is represented by the fingerprint.

To implement our design, we use Partial-Key Cuckoo Hash Tables [41, 59, 74]. These are a

cuckoo hash table variant that stores fingerprints of keys (partial-keys) instead of full keys [58, 70].

Figure 12 shows an example. Each partial-key cuckoo hash table consists of an array of buckets

(the array size is 8 in our example). Each bucket holds b (fixed at 4 in our example) data slots.

When a KV pair is inserted into a partial-key cuckoo hash table, the key is hashed into a partial

key. The resulting partial KV pair is then assigned to m (2 in our example) candidate buckets in

the table and can be placed at any of the empty slots in either of the buckets. When all such slots
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are taken, a random slot from one of them buckets will be selected to hold the incoming key. The

current resident of the slot will be evicted and then relocated to its alternative locations in the

table. This relocation process continues recursively until an empty slot can be found, or fails after

a large number (typically 500) of attempts and causes the table to be resized.

In practice, partial-key cuckoo hash table sizes are powers of 2, so each resize doubles the size

of a table [41]. Mapping each key to b ×m potential locations in the table allows for high levels of

table space utilization before a table must be resized [66]. But because not all slots are necessarily

filled after all data is inserted into the table, a partial-key cuckoo hash table may leak space in the

data structure, leading to unnecessary memory and storage overhead.

To minimize such overhead, our implementation uses a side table when the primary one is full.

For example, rather than resizing a 1-million-slot table to 2 million, our implementation combines

a 1-million-slot table with an 128K-slot table to hold 1.1 million keys. This keeps space utilization

at about 95% in practice, while only slightly slowing down reads.

Measurements. We run experiments to evaluate the read and write performance of LossyKV. We

use 64 compute nodes. Each compute node has 68 CPU cores and 96 GB RAM. Reading and writing

data is through a remote parallel filesystem. Performing RPC operations on these compute nodes

is expected to be about 4× more expensive in latency and 3× in bandwidth (compared with the

compute nodes we used in Section 4.1), making balancing network and I/O overhead and balancing

read and write performance critical [37, 84].

Our experiments are driven by a parallel benchmark program. Each run consists of a write phase

and a read phase. In the write phase, the benchmark program generates 32 billion keys. We fix keys

at 8 bytes and values at 56 bytes. Data is on the fly shuffled across 4,096 benchmark processes and

then indexed using a FL-Tree at each process before written to storage. About 2 TB of raw data is

generated per run. Our read phase consists of 100 independent queries. Each query starts with a

cold cache, and reads a random KV pair.

We compare performing all-to-all data shuffling using the base format, simple indirection (the

current state-of-the-art), and LossyKV (our solution). We use Write Slowdown to gauge the total

data partitioning overhead during the writing of data to storage. It is measured as the additional

time each run must spend to finish writing all the data. We use median query latency to measure

read performance.

Figure 13(a) compares the write slowdown of different online data shuffling schemes. Results

show that LossyKV is able to reduce total write slowdown by 3.3× compared with the base format

and by 2.8× compared with the current state-of-the-art. This is because LossyKV shuffles smaller

KID pairs instead of KV or KP pairs (so less network traffic), and uses a lossy format to store

pointers (so less I/O overhead). While the current state-of-the-art mechanism (simple indirection)

also reduces network traffic, the increased I/O overhead caused by storing raw pointers makes this

approach less effective overall.

Figure 13(b) compares the median query latency of different schemes. The base format delivers

the best read performance, because reading a KV pair requires only searching one FL-Tree. The

current state-of-the-art uses data indirection to reduce data movement within network. The cost

of applying indirection is one extra read operation per query, which increases its median query

latency from 190 to 250 ms in these runs. Finally, with a compact lossy storage format for fast

data shuffling, each LossyKV query must first read an entire auxiliary table (roughly 18 MB each)

and then attempt reads at multiple data partitions due to false positives (about 1.88 partitions per

query in these runs). As such, LossyKV has the highest median read latency (440 ms) among all

three data management schemes. Though overall LossyKV shows comparable read performance

with the base format and the current state-of-the-art, while being about 200 ms slower.
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Fig. 13. Read and write performance of different online data shuffling mechanisms. We compare the base

format where intact KV pairs are shuffled, current state-of-the-art with data indirection, and LossyKV with

both data indirection and a compact lossy format for storing pointers. (a) LossyKV reduces write slowdown

by up to 3.3×. (b) LossyKV only slightly increases query overhead (200 ms per query).

4.3 Frugally Using Memory for All-to-All Data Communication

Efficiently exchanging data over network is essential to fast online data shuffling. But even with

an efficient shuffle mechanism, performing data shuffling among hundreds of thousands of appli-

cation processes can be challenging. Critically, direct N-N routed messages delayed for efficient

transfer use too much memory for RPC writeback buffering. This excessive memory usage pre-

vents us from running inside a parallel data application. Thus, the third challenge of our work is

to have a scalable communication mechanism that better bounds the memory needed for efficient

all-to-all data shuffling.

Direct N-N Routing Uses Too Much Memory. As a key component of our in situ data computa-

tion, we need to efficiently support online data partitioning for both small- and large-scale data

applications. Online data partitioning requires data to be all to all shuffled among the processes of

a parallel application. Thus, each application process communicates with each other process.

Unfortunately, even with today’s fastest interconnection networks, the cost of large-scale all-to-

all communication can be high if frequent communication consists of small payloads that prevent

us from fully utilizing the network’s bandwidth. To efficiently transfer data, one must buffer ade-

quate data (e.g., 32 KB) before sending it from one application process to another for all-to-all data

shuffling. Efficiency is further improved when network operations are performed asynchronously

so that concurrent data computation may be overlapped with network communication.

If all-to-all data communication were implemented by having each process directly send RPC

messages to each other process (direct N-N routing), then all processes would have to buffer data

to be sent to all other processes. We assume running an application process on each CPU core.

So direct N-N routing is effectively direct core-to-core communication. As Figure 14(a) illustrates,

it directly follows that for large-scale application runs with hundreds of thousands of CPU cores

the total size of RPC writeback buffers required per process for efficient use of the network will

become unacceptable to applications with which we share memory. This makes direct N-N routing

infeasible for in situ data communication at scale.

Multi-Hop Routing. To restrict memory use in large-scale application runs, we have chosen to

route messages via multiple hops. That is, we forward each RPC message through one or more

intermediate application processes before sending the message to its final destination. This is as
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Fig. 14. Illustration of different all-to-all data communication mechanisms. (a) Direct N-N routed messages

delayed for efficient network transfer use too much memory for RPC writeback buffering at scale. (b) Routing

messages in multiple hops drastically reduces per-core RPC destinations. Having each core serve as a partial

representative load balances all cores and prevents representatives from becoming bottlenecks.

opposed to directly sending each message to its final destination in one hop. With multi-hop rout-

ing, a process acts as a shuffle sender, a receiver, and an intermediate message forwarder simulta-

neously. Each process may forward some of its messages to other processes in the application for

message delivery. Sharing and consolidating communication routes allows processes to directly

communicate with only a small subset of their peers. Thus, each process maintains fewer RPC

writeback buffers, and these writeback buffers can be filled more quickly. This improves overall

shuffle efficiency and better bounds the total amount of buffer memory needed at each process.

As Figure 14(b) shows, our current multi-hop routing implementation consists of three hops.

To send a message our protocol first forwards the message to a local Representative process on

the sender node, and then to a remote representative on the receiver node, which then forwards

the message to the final destination. The inter-node communication step is bypassed if a message

is aimed at a process on the same node. To reduce communication cost, we expect all intra-node

communication to be performed through shared memory. One problem of this approach is that

the representative process on each node tends to become a bottleneck.

To prevent such bottlenecks, our implementation has each process on a node act as a represen-

tative for only a subset of the remote nodes. This reduces the connection state per representative,

and distributes communication load more evenly among all local processes and CPU cores.

Figure 14(b) shows an example of three-hop routing with four nodes and 16 shuffle processes.

Each process is both a shuffle sender and a shuffle receiver. On each node, three processes are se-

lected to act as the local representatives for one remote node each. Thus, each process only needs

to maintain three local connections and at most 1 remote connection. In contrast, direct commu-

nication would require that each process maintains 15 connections. In general, given M nodes

andC cores per node three-hop routing only requiresO (M/C ) remote connections per process on

average, while direct N-N routing would require O (MC ). We consider this C2 reduction impor-

tant, because it suggests that if the number of cores per node increases faster than the number

of nodes in a cluster, the amount of required communication state is further reduced. We expect

this to be the case in the future, as higher counts of lightweight or specialized cores become more

widespread.

Case Study. The best way to demonstrate the scalability of three-hop routing is to run it on a

big machine. We do this in Section 5. Here, we show the memory saving of three-hop routing
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Fig. 15. Projected memory usage for running a parallel application and performing all-to-all data shuffling

among of processes of that application. Memory usage includes only the RPC writeback buffers an applica-

tion process allocates for efficient transfer to other processes. It does not include system memory usage. The

three-hop line is close to zero is the figure.

compared with direct N-N routing. We consider running a parallel data application on the LANL’s

Trinity supercomputer, the one we will use in Section 5. Each Trinity compute node has 32 CPU

cores (C = 32). We imagine running an application process on each CPU core and performing all-

to-all data shuffling among the processes of that application. We assume a 32K RPC size so that

an application process buffers 32K of data before it sends the data to a destination process. RPC

writeback buffers are allocated independently at a source process for each destination process.

Figure 15 projects the total amount of memory needed per process for RPC writeback buffering as

a function of job sizes. Three-hop routing is able to bound memory usage at a lower level (<16 MB)

as the job size grows, whereas with direct N-N routing memory usage quickly rises to prohibitive.

5 END-TO-END EVALUATION

This section evaluates the end-to-end performance of DeltaFS IMDs. DeltaFS IMDs dynamically

reorganize the output of a writer application to speed up queries of a subsequent reader program.

Our evaluation shows that DeltaFS IMDs can effectively accelerate reads while only slightly slow-

ing down the writer application for online data reorganization.

In this section, we start with discussing our VPIC driver application in Section 5.1. We then

describe our experiment and show results in Section 5.2.

5.1 Driver Application: VPIC

VPIC is a parallel particle code widely used for simulating kinetic plasmas [21]. In a VPIC simula-

tion, each process manages a region of cells in the simulation space. These simulation processes

track particles as they move through their corresponding cells. Every few timesteps the simulation

stops and every simulation process writes a per-process file containing the state of all the particles

currently managed by the process. State for each particle is 48 bytes.

Data analysis takes place after a simulation concludes. Our analysis involves reading back the

trajectories of a tiny subset of particles. These particles exhibit unusual characteristics, such as

high energy, which separates them from other particles. VPIC particles each have an unique ID.

We configure VPIC to print the IDs of all particles to be queried at the end of a simulation.

Today, looking up a particle trajectory by its ID requires scanning up to an entire simulation

output. This is because that there is no particular order in which particles are written during a

simulation. Thus, a particle can be written from different processes to different per-process files
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Fig. 16. Comparison of the file-per-process model used by vanilla VPIC with the new file-per-particle model

enabled by a DeltaFS IMD. Unmodified VPIC writes one file per process. To index VPIC particles with

DeltaFS, we modify VPIC to write the state of each particle into a DeltaFS IMD using particle IDs as the

filenames (A, B, C, ...). Dynamically created directory indexes keyed on filenames allow us to quickly retrieve

per-particle information following a simulation. Critically, no massive data scans are expected. Indexed par-

ticle data is packed and stored by DeltaFS as large per-partition log objects in the underlying storage.

at different timesteps of a simulation. This, combined with a lack of a per-particle index, makes

trajectory analysis prohibitively costly for large-scale VPIC simulations.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of DeltaFS IMDs, we use them to dynamically partition and

index particles as the simulation writes them to storage. Our implementation leverages idle CPU

cycles available during simulation I/O to perform data operations. Dynamically constructed per-

particle indexes speed up queries while not significantly slowing down the writing of data during

a simulation. For VPIC, retrieving the state of a particle at a specific timestep represents a point

query. Retrieving the trajectory of a particle over a range of timesteps represents a small-range

query. Small-range queries are more difficult. We focus on them in our experiments.

I/O Model. With a filesystem-like interface, it is easy for VPIC to use DeltaFS IMDs. To speed up

particle queries, VPIC creates one IMD file for each particle it simulates, and appends all data of a

particle to that particle’s file. As discussed above, particle queries are known to be keyed on particle

IDs. So VPIC uses particle ID to name all such files. To retrieve per-particle data, a reader program

opens a DeltaFS IMD, and reads the corresponding particle file (using the ID of the particle as

filename). Internally, the directory uses the indexes and partitions it creates during the write phase

to quickly locate the data of the file. Both the indexes and the partitions are keyed on filenames

making them capable of speeding up the data locating process. This process is transparent to the

reader program. File data, which is opaque to the directory, is read by the reader program and

interpreted by it as particle records.

Figure 16 compares the file-per-process model used by vanilla VPIC with the new file-per-

particle model enabled by a DeltaFS IMD. Unmodified VPIC simulations write their output to an

underlying filesystem using one file per process. Without pre-processing data before queries, re-

trieving the trajectory of a specific particle requires reading an entire simulation output (upwards

of PBs of data). With DeltaFS IMDs, VPIC writes one file per particle. Each file represents a particle

trajectory. These files are dynamically partitioned and indexed by the directory during simulation

I/O so retrieving a file from a massive directory after a simulation requires reading mainly the in-

dexes (typically only MB of data) of one partition of the directory, followed by storage seeks that

directly hit the file. No massive data readbacks are involved.
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5.2 Experiment Design and Results

To measure performance, we run experiments on the LANL’s Trinity supercomputer [5]. Each

Trinity compute node has 128 GB of DDR4 RAM and 32 Intel Xeon Haswell CPU cores with a base

frequency of 2.3 GHz. Our experiments consist of real VPIC simulation runs both with and without

using DeltaFS IMDs for in situ data processing. Each simulation run has one simulation process

on each CPU core. For VPIC baseline runs, the simulation writes one output file per simulation

process. For DeltaFS runs, the VPIC simulation writes into a DeltaFS IMD, with the directory

dynamically partitioning and indexing the data, and writing the results as large per-process log

objects. Our largest run simulated 2 trillion particles across 131,072 CPU cores.

Across all runs, simulation data is first written to a burst-buffer storage tier (made up of fast

SSDs managed by the Cray’s DataWarp software) and is later staged out to an underlying Lustre

filesystem [80]. We keep the compute node to burst-buffer node ratio fixed at 32 to 1. Writing data

from compute nodes to burst-buffer nodes is expected to be bottlenecked on the burst-buffer node’s

NIC bandwidth. Each burst-buffer node can absorb data at approximately 5.3 GB per second. Our

in situ data techniques process data on the fly while fully utilizing available storage bandwidth

minimizing write overhead.

After each simulation, queries are executed directly from the underlying filesystem. Each query

targets a random particle and reads all of its data. Particle data is written out over time as the

simulation runs through timesteps. Each simulation is configured to output all particle data for

five of those timesteps. Each our query therefore returns data from five distinct points in time.

To retrieve the trajectory of a particle, the VPIC baseline reader reads an entire simulation output

(thus time consuming) so all baseline queries are repeated up to two times. DeltaFS handles queries

more efficiently. All DeltaFS queries are repeated 100 times, with each query starting with a cold

data cache. We report the average query latency. DeltaFS uses a single CPU core to execute queries,

whereas the baseline reader uses the number of simulation processes to read data in parallel.

Figure 17(a) shows the read performance. While the baseline reader used all the CPU cores to run

queries, a single-core DeltaFS reader was still up-to 1,740× faster. This is because without an index

for particles, the baseline reader reads all the particle data so its query latency is largely bounded

by the underlying storage bandwidth. As DeltaFS builds indexes in situ, it is able to quickly locate

per-particle information after a simulation and maintain a low query latency (about 300 ms in

these experiments) as the simulation scales.

Figure 17(b) shows the I/O overhead DeltaFS adds to the simulation’s I/O phases for building

the data indexes. Part of the overhead comes from writing the indexes in addition to the original

simulation output. The rest is due to the reduced I/O efficiency resulting from DeltaFS performing

the in situ indexing work. DeltaFS had large but decreasing overheads for the first five runs. This

is because those jobs are not large enough to saturate the burst-buffer storage, so the system is

dominated by the extra work DeltaFS performs to build the indexes. Starting from the sixth run

the jobs began to bottleneck on the storage, and there is a modest DeltaFS slowdown of about 10%.

For the last two runs, the job sizes are deliberately increased to demonstrate the performance at

scale, and there is a slowdown of 20%–35%.

6 RELATED WORK

Filter data structures are used by many storage systems to improve read performance. Unlike

indexes that directly map keys to data locations, filters speed up queries by indicating where not

to read thus saving the query process from performing potentially a large number of unnecessary

storage reads [8]. When the key space of an application is bounded, filters can be implemented

using compressed bitmaps [91, 95]. When the key space is unbounded, filters are typically
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In situ

Fig. 17. Results from real VPIC simulation jobs on LANL’s Trinity hardware. Our biggest job at the write

phase used 4,096 compute nodes, 131,072 CPU cores, simulated 2 trillion particles, and wrote 96 TB of data

per timestep. Our biggest job at the read phase covered 524,288 million particles (jobs beyond that would

require burning an excessive amount of computing hours on national lab resources). Results beyond that are

projected reasonably. While our baseline VPIC reader used all the CPU cores to search particles in parallel,

all DeltaFS queries were executed on a single CPU core.

implemented through hash-based data structures, such as the Bloom filter [18], cuckoo filter [41,

59], and quotient filter [12, 71]. Recently, we have also seen filters implemented using tries like

SuRF [100] and using perfect hash functions like the ECT structure in SILT [59]. These filter

implementations may also be used to implement LossyKV.

Many systems have proposed variants of LSM-Trees to improve performance. WiscKey [63] re-

duces the I/O amplification associated with compaction by storing keys and values separately and

only performing compaction on the keys. Both Monkey [32] and SlimDB [74] use analytical mod-

els to generate optimized filter layouts that balance per-filter performance with available memory.

LSM-Trie [97] uses an incremental compaction scheme [48] to reduce compaction overhead, and

uses clustered indexes to improve query performance. VT-Tree [82] uses a customized compaction

procedure that avoids re-sorting in-order data. The DeltaFS’s custom LSM-Tree implementation

presented in this article is inspired by these reorganizations, particularly the LSM-Trie, though

DeltaFS is primarily optimized for point and small-range queries.

DeltaFS employs a hash function to partition its data for efficient lookup. Hashing allows for

efficient point queries, while maintaining fairly even loads across all partitions for arbitrary work-

loads. The tradeoff is that hashing places adjacent keys into distant buckets, and the data layout

therefore has no locality. Therefore, certain queries, such as range queries and prefix matching,

cannot be supported efficiently. In practice, storage systems like HyperDex [40] and HBase [45]

reorganize data once written, to create an ordered storage layout. Parallel sorting algorithms like

SDS-Sort [38] also re-create order by making multiple passes over data once written. However,

making multiple I/O passes can be extremely inefficient when dealing with large datasets and fi-

nite storage bandwidths—which is often the case with large simulations. Augmenting DeltaFS with

an in situ partitioning capability that preserves locality, balances loads, and works with arbitrary

distributions is something we’re currently working on.

Rich in-transit data processing capabilities are provided by multiple middleware libraries, such

as PreDatA [101], GLEAN [89, 90], NESSIE [67], and DataSpaces [13]. These systems all use
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auxiliary nodes to provide analysis tasks. Similarly, systems like Damaris [39] and Functional Par-

titioning [56] co-schedule analysis, visualization, and de-duplication tasks on compute nodes, but

require dedicated cores. DeltaFS embeds indexing computation directly within the application pro-

cesses and performs the processing during the application’s regular output methods.

The GoldRush runtime [102] provides an embedded in situ analytics capability by scheduling

analysis tasks during idle periods in simulations using an OpenMP threaded runtime. The analysis

tasks leverage the FlexIO [103] capability within ADIOS [62] to create shared memory channels

for generating analysis tasks inputs to execute during idle periods of application execution. The

embedded in situ framework within DeltaFS instead co-schedules analysis tasks (i.e., partition-

ing and indexing) with the application’s I/O output phase. While Goldrush is extremely effective

at scavenging idle resources within the OpenMP runtime model, DeltaFS instead focuses on co-

scheduling analysis tasks for single-threaded bulk-synchronous applications.

The SENSEI in situ analysis framework [11] provides a generic library capable of running com-

putationally efficient in situ tasks on dedicated or shared resources. Their studies included instru-

menting a variety of codes and mini-apps. Additionally, they concluded that most in situ analysis

tasks require little memory overhead. DeltaFS is able to use only 3% of the system memory to

do effective latency hiding for in situ operations even though the analysis requires shuffling and

indexing the entire output dataset.

FastQuery [30, 31], a popular indexing and query library for scientific data, uses parallel, com-

pressed bitmap indexes similar to the bitmap indexing described by FastBit [95], and has been

deployed as part of in situ indexing service to accelerate subsequent reads [53]. DeltaFS creates a

similar compressed bitmap index following the shuffle phase to quickly filter subsequences from

within a partition. By customizing a bitmap index for partitioned particle data, DeltaFS is able to

reduce the overall index size and reduce storage overhead.

The distributed data partitioning and indexing capability of MDHIM [42] is similar to that of

DeltaFS, though there are several key differences. First, DeltaFS uses an LSM-Tree that is more

optimized for small value retrieval and in situ scenarios. Second, DeltaFS uses a POSIX-like file

system abstraction while MDHIM uses a key-value store abstraction. Finally, MDHIM relies on

MPI for inter-process communication while DeltaFS uses Mercury RPC [17, 86] to run seamlessly

across platforms supporting different network transports [9, 25, 43]. The Mercury RPC layer al-

lows DeltaFS to run seamlessly across platforms supporting MPI, TCP/IP [25], InfiniBand [9], and

OpenFabrics Interfaces [43].

Byna et al. have published the largest petascale particle simulations using VPIC [22–24]. With

two trillion particles and 2,000 timesteps of simulation the authors produced 350 TB of data (in-

cluding checkpoints) and detail the series of optimizations required to use a single shared HDF5 file

output model. Some of the difficulties encountered while analyzing the resulting particle outputs

motivated the creation of the DeltaFS embedded in situ indexing pipeline for VPIC.

7 CONCLUSION

Not all storage bottlenecks are caused by slow media. On the contrary, one might have fast media

but the storage is bottlenecked on the server carrying the media, with its application being blocked

on it not fully utilizing its compute node resources. DeltaFS IMDs harvest idle compute, memory,

and network resources on the compute nodes of an application to perform data computation, hid-

ing server bottlenecks. One uses DeltaFS IMDs to dynamically reorganize the writes of a writer

application, speeding up the queries of a followup reader program.

In this article, we described a set of techniques that enabled the scaling of DeltaFS IMDs to

more than a hundred thousand processes. The lessons we learned designing and applying these

techniques can be used to address scalability challenges in a variety of in situ data computation
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middleware. We distinguish our techniques between those that provide improvements to the scal-

able shuffling of data and those improving the efficiency of data indexing.

Latency hiding and efficient bandwidth utilization are critical for scalable shuffling. Our analysis

shows that careful buffer management is the key to keeping latency low and bandwidth high.

Buffers must be large enough to make efficient use of the network without being so large as to

waste memory. In our configuration 32 KB buffers are sufficient, but we anticipate that larger

buffers may be required with future more lightweight processor cores. To slow the increase in

the number of buffers as the system scales we introduced our three-hop all-to-all communication

technique. By limiting the number of off-node connections per process, we believe the applicability

of the three-hop technique will increase for future computing platforms if intra-node parallelism

increases faster than inter-node parallelism.

An efficient data shuffling protocol that contracts network traffic is also essential to achieving

scalable online data partitioning. We use indirection to reduce the total amount of data we need

to send and receive over the network (when partitioning data) so that the overall data partitioning

process becomes less subject to the hosting platform. We then strive to use the minimal amount of

physical indexes to manage data indirection so that per-key overhead can be kept low, and we can

achieve good performance even when KV size is tiny. Critically, performing the latter distinguishes

us from the current state-of-the-art that only exploits simple data indirection techniques.

Our indexing techniques demonstrate that on-storage data reorganization (e.g., LSM-Tree com-

paction) is not necessary if the dominant access regimes are point and small-range queries. In

particular, clustered indexes can be efficiently constructed and accessed on modern computing

platforms, and space-efficient subsequence filters are able to balance efficient searching with op-

timal storage system access.

For large-scale data indexing capabilities in particular, we believe in situ indexing embedded

within application provides a compelling advantage in its ability to scavenge temporarily avail-

able resources to improve the efficiency of post hoc analysis. Although embedded in situ processing

introduces scalability challenges, we believe that these challenges are manageable. The techniques

described in this article demonstrate efficient scaling to a hundred thousand processes. We believe

that additional techniques exist to improve embedded in situ scaling even further. In addition to

further scaling techniques, it is clear to us that improving the performance of queries when par-

titioning functions cannot provide an evenly balanced distribution is important to furthering the

adoption of our techniques. Support for multiple simultaneous indexes to enable multivariate anal-

ysis is also important to diverse types of scientific analysis. Adding this capability to our embedded

in situ pipeline will enable new classes of scientific applications to leverage DeltaFS.
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